THE CONSPIRACY OF LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET - DESCRIPTION

FINGERS CLEAN, WHITE TEETH
FINGERS DIRTY, PEACE IN TEETH
WATERWORLD HAS APPROACHED
BED WET, URINE, BLOOD
PEACE IN TEETH
I am honored, It is such an honor, you wish to speak to me, you wish to share with me, you come to me, you
You talk to me
and I
cannot listen.
I have something on my mind, stuck in my head, I have something stuck in between my teeth
ripping, tearing, cutting
annoying, distracting.
It is a problem
and it can be solved.
It requires an action
you would be disturbed.
I will now distract you
and I am so sorry for that
please never stop
confiding
in me.
--Fingers discrete, diving into a pocket, unzipping the zipped, reaching with fingers
(thumb and index)

material so familiar, rubber, plastic, hard but flexible
white, I know it is
from memory I know it is, not from looking at it, I never look at it.
Placed between two fingers
placed between two teeth
immediate relief
tic, you would think
I don't mind
please continue speaking
please.
--I have one purpose, one sole purpose in life
that is to remove the piece of nut
stuck between my teeth
ripping, tearing, cutting
annoying, distracting
forcing my tongue in its direction
CONSTANTLY
tic, you would think
this grin, this odd gesture, this grimace
this movement of a throat extending, a tongue in throat
tic, you would think
this movement, a consequence of the ever present chunk
of cashew
digging deeper and deeper
ripping, tearing, cutting,
annoying, distracting
rather an empty hole than one of cashew.

I will say it now
only now
and there is no chance in life that I will ever admit it again:
peace in teeth is my biggest wish
peace on earth comes in second to this.
--I love listening to you, I take pride in your wish to share with me, confide in me, come to me, share with me, come to me, come now,
do not take notice
I so deeply wish you will not notice
as i place the stick
that white rubber stick
as I place the toothpick
between my teeth
for immediate relief
so good
cashew removed
do not take notice
but if you do
do not take it as an insult
take is as a tic
but most preferably
notice no tic
notice no white stick.

